§ 86101. Legislative Findings and Intent.

Guam has a rich and colorful history and culture that is best displayed and demonstrated by the many historic locations and structures around the Island.

Our island also is blessed with many beautiful and scenic sites that have been set aside as parks for the enjoyment of residents and visitors alike. I Liheslaturan Guåhan finds, however, that many of these culturally significant sites and public parks are in various states of disrepair, and are in need of upgrading and development. Based on statistical information gathered by the Guam Visitors Bureau (‘GVB’) in various exit surveys, visiting historic sites, learning about our culture, and visiting beautiful parks and scenic sites are among the activities tourists enjoy.

It is therefore the intent of I Liheslaturan Guåhan to create the Inetnon Minauleg Guam (‘IMG’), to be comprised of the Guam Beautification Task Force, the Dipattamenton I Kaohao Guinahan Chamorro or Department of Chamorro Affairs, the Department of Parks and Recreation (‘DPR’), GVB, and the Department of Public Works (‘DPW’). The Mayors of the villages in which sites enumerated in this Act are located shall also be members of the IMG. I Liheslaturan Guåhan intents that the IMG develop a prioritized schedule for the renovation, beautification, and upgrading of each site, taking into account the historical and cultural importance of each site, the feasibility of each project, and the availability of supplementary funding from sources other than the Tourist Attraction Fund (‘TAF’). The IMG shall add appropriate sites to the list as it deems necessary. Their findings shall be reported to I Maga’lahen Guåhan, the Speaker of I Liheslaturan Guåhan, and the Chairpersons of I Liheslaturan Guåhan’s Committees with oversight responsibilities for DPR and the TAF.
It is additionally the intent of *I Liheslaturan Guåhan* to authorize an appropriation from the TAF to begin the process of restoring, renovating, and upgrading parks and historic sites in the order contained in the reports prepared pursuant to the provisions of this Act.

**SOURCE:** Amended by P.L. 25-069:12.

§ 86102. Title of Act.

This Chapter shall be known as the *Na Bonita Yan Protehe Guam Act of 1996*.

§ 86103. Creation and Duties of *Inetnon Minauleg Guam*.

Creation and Duties of Inetnon Minauleg Guam. There is hereby created the *Inetnon Minauleg Guam* (‘IMG’) which shall be comprised of the following entities:

1. the Guam Beautification Task Force;
2. the *Dipåttamenton I Kaohao Guinahan Chamorro* or Department of Chamorro Affairs;
3. Department of Parks and Recreation;
4. Guam Visitors Bureau;
5. Department of Public Works; *and*
6. Mayor of the village in which each respective site is located.

**SOURCE:** Amended by P.L. 25-069:13.

§ 86104. Sites.

The following sites shall be restored, renovated, and upgraded pursuant to a prioritization schedule to be developed as described in § 86103:

(1) Fort San Jose
(2) Fort Santa Agueda
(3) Governor Joseph Flores Beach Park
(4) Merizo Combento
(5) Paseo de Susana
(6) Plaza de España
(7) San Dionicio Church
(8) San Dionicio Ruins
(9) Santa Barbara Bateria
(10) Talofofo Bay

The list herein is provided in no particular order and is not to be construed as a final listing, but may be amended and ordered as needed by the IMG created in § 86103.

§ 86105. Authorization for Appropriation.

There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) from the surplus of the TAF to GVB to begin the process of restoring, renovating, upgrading and developing sites as determined by the IMG created in § 86103.